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Surname, 

Name, Class 

Dominik 

Grdanjski, 

3D 

PREPARATION ACTIVITIES (WORK IN PROFESSION, PREPARING PRESENTATION ETC.) 

Before meting I was working on our, Croatian upper part. I was fixing an aluminium stand for Plexiglas. After setting 

a stand for Plexiglas I have installed the LEDs inside. In all of these operations I was working with assistance of 

teacher Boris Tokmačid form my school. Beside all this mechanical installations we had to choose the colour of a 

radio. We decided to use a red radio.  

 WORKING ACTIVITIES DURING THE STAY  COOPERATION WITH OTHER 

STUDENTS, WHAT, HOW , WHEN 

05.04.2013 We started our trip form Zagreb airport. At around 11 we 

came to Frankfurt international airport. Form the airport 

we took a train to Bad Kreuznach. After two hours of train 

ride we got of the train. We took a taxi from train station 

to our hotel. We left our luggage in hotel and we were 

waiting for evening and open dinner. At 19:00 we were at 

hotel “Furstenhof”. Our hosts wish us a grate time on our 

stay in Bad Kreuznach, also they show us a little over view 

of the project and they said what the further steps are. At 

20:00 welcome dinner started. 

I said hello to all participants that 

I know form previous meetings.  

06.04.2013 At 09:00 we were at school, in a big school aula. We got an 

instructions and directions from coordinators. We heard 

where we can work in school and where the other stuff 

that we going to use stands.  

At 10:30 work in work lines started. I was in workline A 

“locomotive”. Our locomotive was almost finished only 

few little things left to do. I helped Italian students in 

assembly of our locomotive. There weren’t a lot of things 

to do. We had to install a battery and we needed to reduce 

a length of an axel for a perfect fit for plastic cover of 

locomotive. 

13:00 we had a lunch brake. 

At 15:00 we were again in school aula to hire an 

instructions form control system group. They said that 

they will install electronic gimmick in our wagons.  

At 16:00 I went in a workline E “the last mile” we were 

I helped a students form Italy and 

Luxemburg in assembling of our 

locomotive.  

I was discussing with students 

form Ireland, Germany, France 

and Sweden about a final 

presentation in European 

parliament.  



discussing about a final presentation. I was a bit difficult 

because we didn’t know what kind of room do we have in 

European parliament, also we didn’t know will we have a 

microphones and speakers.  

At 18:00 we went to take and pay our pre-ordered t-shirts 

with train for Europe reloaded logo on it. After taking shirt 

and ceramic cups me and my colleague Tomislav went to 

our hotel to leave those shirts and cups.  

07.04.2013 Sightseeing and preparation day 

At 09:00 we were in a tourist train in front of a hotel 

“Parkhotel Kurhaus”. We were driving through the city and 

we also went uphill above the city to see a wonderful 

nature and we also have seen a old way to get a salt form 

huge installations near the river Nahe. 

At 11:00 we were back in school. We have had a free time 

to work on our own wagon. We was in a workshop and I 

was polishing our upper part.  

At 12:00 lunch brake. 

At 14:00 We had an Afternoon Flashlight in school aula. 

We heard few more instructions and information.  

At 15:00 we were again in workshop. I continued to work 

on our upper part of wagon. German teacher form 

workshop has done a sanding of our upper part.  

At 16:30 the upper part exchange started. We got a 10 

upper parts form other countries and we have give other 

10 upper parts to another countries.  

At 18:00 a pre-premiere of train started in a Gym Hall. We 

saw all the four locomotives running, we also have saw all 

the wagons form countries.  

At 20:00 we were in School aula to hire information’s for 

next day. Coordinators were happy because our train is 

finally running  

I was talking with German teacher 

in German. I have explained to 

him I he can do a procedure of 

sanding the aluminium. Helpfully 

he had understand me and he do 

that for our wagon.  

08.04.2013 Premiere Day  

At 09:00 we were in school aula. Coordinators said all the 

tings that we have to do today.  

At 10:00 again we had a free time in workshop to work on 

our wagon.  

14:00 We were in school aula to hire a good afternoon 

flashlight. We heard some details about first premiere of 

train in school gym hall.  

15:30 Premiere “Train 4 Europe Reloaded” First premiere 

of our train. There were some of German guests like 

German school principal and administrator. My colleague 

Tomislav and I were presenting our Croatian wagon. 

Tomislav was the one who is speaking and I was holding 

our wagon. He talked 20 second in Croatian and 40 

seconds in English. After all delegations speeches we were 

taking a photos and videos of our wagons, locomotives 

and complete train. 

I was talking with almost every 

student in project because we 

were commenting each others 

presentations. We heard a lot of 

compliment about our 

presentation.  



At 17:30 presentation finished so assembly group have to 

dismount and pack whole train.  

At 20:00 we went to premiere dinner at Parkhotel 

Kurhaus.  

09.04.2013 Travelling day to Brussels. 

At 09:00 we were in bus to Brussels. After almost fife 

hours of ride we finally came to Brussels. We left our 

luggage in hotel and then we went out side to have a drink 

and have a dinner.   

I was talking with Slovenian 

delegation in bus on our way to 

Brussels. 

10.04.2013 In the morning we packed our luggage and we went to a 

train station near the European parliament to left our 

luggage in deposit boxes.  

At 11:30 we were in front of a European parliament and 

we were waiting for permission to get in. After we went 

through security check we take a walk to place of our 

presentation of train 4 Europe reloaded. At 12:30 

presentation has started. There were a lot of politicians 

form European countries. After presentation there were a 

few minutes to take a photos and time to give a statement 

to reporters. I have give statement to Croatian national 

television station. Shortly after that we have to go out side 

of the parliament.  

At 16:00 we were on our bus to Luxemburg.  

At 20:00 we were in Hotel Parc on presentation day 

dinner.  

I was talking with almost every 

student in project because we 

were commenting each others 

presentations. We heard a lot of 

compliment about our 

presentation. 

11.04.2013 Sightseeing day  

Our group fist went to Hydro power plant. We saw big 

turbines witch are producing electrical energy. We also 

saw a video about building the system and we saw how we 

can have energy from water.  

After hydro power plant we have went to an old castle. I 

have seen a lot of interesting stuffs inside. I made some 

pretty cool photos from the top of the castle.  

Next stop was the mining museum. Every person got a 

helmet and we went inside of mining caves. Tour guy 

showed and explained us the history of mining in 

Luxemburg, Germany and France area. We have had heard 

some interesting facts form history. We have gone pretty 

far in the caves about 700 meters.  

Our final destination was “Caves St. Martin”.  We entered 

the caves and we saw a thousands litters of finest vine. 

Our tour leady shows us big barrels. She had explained us 

how they make a champagne for vine. Tour was pretty 

cool, and on the exit we got a glass of champagne. 

I was talking with lots of 

participants of the project. We 

were commenting all the things 

that we have saw that day. 

12.04.2013 Luxemburg city and school visit day 

In the morning we went to Luxemburg city. We went on a 

guided tour through the city. We were in caves of old 

Luxemburg city. We also have heard a lot of interesting 

facts. 

I said goodbye to all my friends 

from different countries. We 

exchanged emails so that we can 

be in contact even is this project 

come to an end. 



After tour we went to a school. In school we had a Good 

afternoon flashlight. We have heard some directions form 

coordinators. After flashlight we went on a school guided 

tour. We saw lots of classrooms and workshops. We even 

went to a teacher’s room.  

We got back to hotel. On our schedule was another 

presentation of train. I was in an assembly group so I 

helped with track assembling. Shortly after setting up the 

tracks presentation started. There were some important 

people from Luxemburg like Town mayor of Luxemburg 

city.  

After presentation dinner at hotel Parc started. Our 

coordinators said “thank you“to every participant. We also 

have heard some words from Luxemburg school principal. 

After diner we had some fun, we were dancing and 

singing.  

13.04.2013 At 09:00 we were in a bus to Frankfurt international 

Airport. 

Plane to Zagreb was at 15.55  

We came to Zagreb Airport at 17.20. 

I said goodbye to people how also 

went on Frankfurt international 

airport.  

EVALUATION 

(assessment of the 

usefulness of your 

own work) 

I am very satisfied with my work in this meting. I have helped in assembling of locomotive 3, our 

presentation in European parliament was perfect. 

COMMENTS (about 

other participants in 

this meeting) 

The whole participants of this meting were very polite and friendly. All the precipitants work 

hard in they work groups. German teacher form workshop helped us with our upper part with 

sanding the aluminium parts.  

NOTES (for 

improvement) 
I don’t have any objections for this meting, everything was perfect.  

RECOMMENDATION 

TO OTHER 

POTENCIAL 

CANDIDATES  

If you won’t to join to this or any other similar project, you got to work hard and you got to be 

friendly. This project is very good because you can learn lot about mechanic and electronic, you 

can learn lot about other cultures. 

BEST PART OF THE 

WHOLE PROCESS  

Best part of project was the final presentation because presentation shows results of our effort 

and hard work. Hard work from all people from train family.  

 


